
VA 113 Exercise #9 (E #9): Tonal Value and Colour 
  

 

Note: Module exercises are named after the modules the occur in (1, 2, etc.) and may not be 

consecutive 

Due: Submit via “Assignments” “Exercise #9” before Sunday, end of day 

Submit high resolutions photos compiled in PDF format. Your first image should show the 

entire drawing and take up the whole page. Subsequent images should show details. At 

least one image must clearly show you working on the project at a mid-point in the process 

of creation. Submit an image of your source material (subject matter) along with your 

drawing. All images must be well lit and focused. 

Support: Blue pad 

Medium: Open (anything you want; one object requires grayscale and one colour) 

 

Background: This week, we are learning about tonal value shifts and colour 

 

E #9: After watching “Colour and Tonal Value” and “Understanding Tonal Value and Contrast” 

in Module 9, create a drawing with two spheres. In the first sphere, use grayscale (no colour, 

using graphite, charcoal or something else) to reproduce the shadow range image (see “shadow 

range” in the examples below). Using a pencil and ruler, draw lines and label, naming each kind 

of shadow and light. Make sure your shadows have variation. Soften the spaces between dark 

and light where appropriate.  

 

In your second sphere, use colour (pastel, pencil crayon, paint, etc.) to draw an eye (see “eye” 

example below). You should reproduce the example, though you may experiment with colour to 

bring your own personal touch to this sphere. Using the first sphere as a guide, use a pencil and 

ruler to draw lines and label the same light and shadow terms on your second sphere. 

 

Both spheres must show an attempt to draw naturalistically (realistically). Both must show an 

understanding of shadow, tonal variation and contrast. The “eye” object must show how tone and 

colour function together. You may want to take black and white images while working to 

trouble-shoot tone and colour. Don’t forget variation in line weight. How does a sensitivity to 

line weight add to the realism of your drawing?  

 

Rationale: This is a simple exercise where students directly reproduce two images to work 

through the complexities of tonal range and colour.  

 

Organization: 

The two key components of the drawing are: 

1. A reproduction of the “Shadow Range” example using grayscale and including labels on 

one side of the page 

2. A reproduction of the “Eye” example using colour and including labels, on the other side 

of the page 

 

   

 



 

Do: 

• Reproduce the samples below, placing both on the same page. 

• Be mindful of tonal variations, contrast, and subtle transitions  

• Think through the relationship between tonal value and colour 

• Include labels on both spheres using a ruler and pencil 

  

  Do not: 

• Work in an abstract or expressionistic style. 

• Find your own source material. This is a reproduction exercise. You are reproducing the 

images below.    

  

Examples 

 

Sphere One: Shadow Range 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Sphere Two: Eye 

 

 


